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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, March 10, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWK5 564^6 S 4^0 3367 33096 -458 Basis (H): NQ +90/+105 +185/+210 +300/+500 

MWN5 570^4 S 4^4 1247 14856 +92 Info:   nom/cars offer/cars cars/nom 

MWU5 578^2 S 4^4 281 8846 -76 Change:  unch/dn 15 dn 15/dn 20 dn 150/unch 

MWZ5 588^2 S 4^2 251 8846 +80 Mpls Truck: -30  +20 +45 

MWH6 600^0 S 4^2 32 1934 +0 Portland (H) Mar Apr May Aug (MWU) 

MWK6 607^0 S 4^0 3 111 +2 14%proBasis  +260/+325 +260/+325 +260/+325 +125/+150 

Totals:   5,181 67,704 -383  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 912 Options: 27 

Receipts on the Floor:   
177 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
K: 21, N: 22, U: 22% 

Spring wheat basis was steady in the PNW and weaker in the spot 
market.   

Commentary: 
Grain markets were mixed after a ho-hum USDA report with routine balance sheet adjustments. The 
largest adjustment was a 50 million bushel decrease in corn ending stocks resulting from higher exports 
and higher feed use, offset by a smaller ethanol grind. Beans closed 8-9 lower as world supplies 
increased and wheat reversed from early losses to close higher—up 3 in WK, up 4 in MWK, and KC 
leading up 5 ½ in the K. Wheat rallied not on any positive development but just on the absence of 
bearish news, suggesting the market may be too short. The rally back was more impressive given 
negative macro trade today which has the dollar sharply higher, trading up over 1% on the index.  
 
Wheat appears to be attempting to bottom. The breaks aren’t sticking and the market structure will 
require further bearish inputs to sustain. Although there isn’t a fundamentally bullish trigger yet, the 
large net short position held by managed funds will make the market vulnerable to short-covering 
rallies.  
 
Spring wheat appears to be struggling on a relative basis, although volumes have been very light since 
the H went into delivery. Spot market premiums have been sloppy as railroad performance continues to 
keep the mills well sated. FOB markets are mostly unchanged. Values work back to above DVE but 
there isn’t much demand and there hasn’t been new business; exporters couldn’t confirm a sale to 
China. However, commercial ownership is minimal as evidenced by the historically small commercial 
net short in MW and although export business is only routine, there is no farmer selling and cash isn’t 
offered other than on the spot floor. K/N starts to look rich at -5 with the H/K going off at double digit 
carries, but N/U has slipped out to almost -8 and is into good risk/reward territory to own.  
 
SRW calendar spreads are stabilizing after last week’s fiasco. There is a commercial stopper of the 
board, receipts are getting canceled, and there is a large fund short in the front and large 
bearspreaders trapped below the market in the wake of last week’s VSR scare. KC receipts are also 
getting canceled with two commercial stoppers there and low delivery stocks and a large spec short 
argue that the K/N there will rally to liquidate that open interest over the next 4-6 weeks.  

–Austin Damiani 


